Terms and Condition
1. An entry fee is required to be paid for participating in the Global
Illustration Award 2019.
2. The names and contact information of the creators of entries on the
Longlist may appear on the website of the competition and in related
publications and promotional materials.
3. Participants agree that the GIA committee may use their entries and
related information, and grant the GIA committee the right to use and
reproduce entries on a non-exclusive basis for free for the promotion of the
competition, publication, exhibition, award ceremony and exhibition tour - such
as GIA-related documents, invitation cards, press coverage, information
leaflets, posters, postcards, etc.
4. Works and related information submitted by contestants will enter the
GIA database. Contestants agree to permanently, non-exclusively, and without
geographical restriction grant free of charge the rights of use to GIA database
content to the GIA organizing committee and hosting institution. The GIA
organizing committee and hosting institution may use, reproduce, translate,
transmit, and exhibit any of the content (in full or in part) from the GIA database
for the purpose of promoting GIA.
5. The participant confirms and agrees that any selected entry shall be
available for re-use on the cover of the Award Catalogue without any restriction
or request for financial contribution. Any third party submitting an entry (such
as agencies or publishers) shall be responsible for contacting the copyright
holder to ensure his/her consent to these terms.
6. Participants shall accept all competition rules announced in order to
enter the competition.

7. The GIA committee reserves the right to cancel/change the competition
or any part thereof should insufficient entries be received or any other
circumstances arise making it necessary for the GIA committee to
cancel/change the competition or any part of the competition.
8. The GIA committee has final authority in all matters related to the
interpretation of the competition.

